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introduction

• So What are maSsively multiplayer
online role-playing games?
• I guess the smart thing to do is to find out
how many of you already know…
• So, who here knows what a MMORPG is?
• Just as I thought…
• I’m going to call them virtual worlds,
though, as they’re not all games
– And I can pronounce “virtual worlds”
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What are vws?

• people play virtual worlds by connecting their
computer to a server over the Internet

• Virtual worlds are places
• being places, they have a number of place-like
features
– You can visit them
– Other people can also visit them
– At the same time

• Virtual worlds are, however, not real
• This seems like a major disadvantage
– How do you visit someplace that isn’t real?

Answer:

• You use an avatar
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About avatars

• Far from its being a disadvantage, people
often like using an avatar

Furthermore…

• Some people prefer it to reality
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interaction

• Through their avatars, Players often enjoy
interacting with each other

However

• They don’t so often enjoy being acted on by
each other…
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In addition

• Most players regard virtual worlds as being
basically games

But others

• But other people just like the thriLl of
exploring somewhere new
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Some theory

• We can plot these behaviours on a graph:

furthermore

• This distribution of fun applies across aLl
virtual worlds
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formally

• Or, if you prefer it without the miniscreenshots:

more

• designers need to accommodate aLl four types
together because they exist in balance
• It takes an entire 3rd-year lecture to explain
why, though…

• All we need to know right now is that in
MmORPGs, most players are achievers
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World of warcraft

• world of warcraft, blizzard, 2004:

stats

• World of warcraft has over 6,000,000
players worldwide
– More than live in denmark, finland, slovakia
and about 80 other countries…

• Players pay $15 a month to play
– $13 if buy 6 months at once
• Somewhat leSs in china…

• It cost something like $30m to develop
– I’ve seen estimates between $25m and $70m

• wow is based on EverQuest
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everquest

• Everquest, sony online entertainment, 1999

stats

• Everquest has around 300,000 subscribers
– That’s still more people than iceland!
– It had 480,000 at its peak

• Over $3,000,000 a month in subscriptions
• supports action figures and comics

• Eq is basically a graphical dikumud
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dikumud

• Dikumud, copenhagen university, 1990

stats

• in 1994 (immediately pre-WWW), 10% of
aLl internet traffic belonged to
textual virtual worlds
• At least 20 of these are stiLl with us
• Over 1,700 are open to the public
– the figure has held steady for over a decade
– Most of these are frEe to play

• Several hundred are diku s
• Dikumud is based on Abermud
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abermud

• Abermud, alan cox, 1987

stats

• Abermud was developed at the university of
(you guessed) Aberystwyth
• It spread across the nascent internet
very quickly
– Because It worked on any unix system

• today, Its author is in charge of linux
– Linus thorvalds = king
– Alan cox = prime minister

• Abermud is based on mud
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mud

• Mud, Roy trubshaw & richard bartle, 1978
Narrow road between lands.
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a
shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
*w
Narrow road.
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and
Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*

• Mud isn’t based on anything
• How about that? Virtual worlds are a
british invention!

Vws today

• Virtual worlds today are where movies
were in about 1920
• There is much more to come
– the population of south korea is 48,000,000,
and Over 50% has played lineage at least once
– Virtual worlds are affecting viewing
figures for tv programmes in america

• They’re Played by people of all demographics
• As the population becomes more gamesaVvy, These worlds will become even
more important
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property

• This is what’s probably going to interest you…
• Characters in virtual worlds own things
within the context of the virtual world
– Swords, houses, magic wands, …

• Do the players own these things
• Do the players own the characters?
• At the time of writing, there’s a character from
world of warcraft for sale on ebay for
$1,600
– This is actually about $1,000 more than the going
rate, but it has very good gear

widespread

• Also on ebay:
–
–
–
–
–

Eve Online industrialist builder $1,275 (11 bids)
runescape level 115+ character $1,025 (29 bids)
Maple story level 80 bandit $610 (13 bids)
Gemstone IV level 59 wizard $550 (0 bids – yet)
And hundreds more

• Those are curRent bids – they’ll actually
seLl for more
• In-game curRency also for sale
– Eve online 5 billion ISK $500
– Ultima online 100 million gold $199.99
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unreal

• Think about this a moment: people are paying
real money to buy imaginary money
• Also imaginary property:
– Kal online general of ancient bow $840 (64 bids)
– Habbo hotel 14 throne seats $450 (1 bid)
– Ultima online hat of the magi $31 (15 bids)
• That one used to sell for more like $165

• And imaginary real estate:
– Ultima online Vendor property $125 (1 bid)

• Warning: project entropia property sales are
regarded with SUsPICiON in the industry…

analysis

• Ebay is not the main marketplace
• Ige has 100 people in customer service alone
• Itembay makes more money in
coMmiSsions than all the virtual worlds it
services do in subscriptions – combined!
• If you add up all these sales of virtual goods,
they make for a total GDP greater than that
of namibia and jamaica
• Gdp per capita is on a par with that of
ruSsia
• So why do most virtual worlds ban rmt?
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banned

• Main reason: it’s cheating
– The Monopoly example

• “I want to trade, you want to trade, we both
gain. What’s not to love?”
• It ruins the game for the 90% of players who
don’t trade in virtual goods, that’s what!
– Remember, most players are achievers

• But is such a ban legal?
– Every player signed an EULA accepting the ban
– The players don’t own what they’re selling anyway

• Or do they?

commodification

• As far as some people are concerned, if it
loOks like a duck, walks like a duck and
quacks like a duck, it’s a duck
• Virtual goods look like real goods, are
traded like real goods, so real property
laws should apply
– And real tax laws?

• “there wasn’t a level 50 battlemage in the box
when I bought it. I made it, so it’s mine”
• Unfortunately, if this were true then virtual
worlds would die
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implications

• If I bought a unique magic sword for $1,000 and
the next day the developer created 20,000
identical swords, could I sue?
• If I have inventory I could sell for $250,000
and the developer announces they’re going to
close the game, can I force them to stop?
– On march 15th 2004, ebay user shakti_122 paid $3,000
for an account on earth and beyond
– On march 16th 2004, Electronic Arts announced they
were closing earth & Beyond
– Ea Also announced they would not be licensing the
software to anyone

Why would this be bad?

• If players could sue if they lost some of their
investment, virtual worlds could never evolve
– Every change affects someone adversely
– “Nerfing”

• It Would rob designers of artistic freedom
– J. k. rowling could legalLy distress miLlions
by killing off miserable whiner HaRry potTer
– Why can’t virtual world designers upset a few
players who built their virtual houses on the slopes
of a volcano?

• It Would be impoSsible to develop a game
with a theme such as “escape from colditz”
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It gets worse

• Some players who “farm” gold or objects can
tie up the market
– If you want something, the only way to get it is
from another player who has a program running the
whole time getting it AUTOMATICALLY

• Players want these people banned
– Chinese adena farmers in lineage 2

• Yet Dark age of camelot was sued for banning
accounts run by black snow
– A company running a gold farm out of tijuana
– Never went to court
• black snow didn’t pay their lawyers…

Cottage industry

• For sale 2004 on ebay: one UO gold farm!
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summary

• For non-game virtual worlds, eg. Second Life,
real-money trading is usually fine
• For mmorpgs designed to suPport RMT, eg.
Roma Victor, it’s also fine
• For aLl other virtual worlds, it’s not fine and
players would be livid if it were made legal
• Sony aLlows RMT on 3 of its EQ servers, and
they’re practically empty
– rmt continues on servers where it’s forbiDden!

• Ultimately, it’s cheating and that’s all there is
to it!
– And that’s why it’ll continue
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